Dedicated to my loved ones, but also my awesome professors, Maelle, Bob and Qiaoyi!

This story was inspired by all my friends and family and all our little dramas out there.

Cheers to the ones that we got and the best memories we shared.

You guys rock my world!
This is Ezzo and Marlo. They're best friends who live on Mars with their pet Devi. Mars is so boring. There's nothing to do here!
One very dark day, Ezzo and Marlo spotted colorful splashings coming from Earth. What's going on over there?
Oh look! The humans are cheering and laughing together with balloons and fireworks! Wow, it looks like so much fun! Ezzo and Marlo wanted to have fun too just like the humans.
Woohooooo!
This is so much fun!
But after all the cheering and laughing, Ezzo and Marlo are bored again. Is that it? The fun is over?
One day, Ezzo and Marlo notice something is happening on Earth again. Someone is shouting, “Trick or Treat!”

Oh look! The humans are dressing up in funny costumes asking for candy! They look so funny!
Ezzo and Marlo want to dress up and do the trick or treat too. But there is only one perfect rock left to make the costume out of.

Ezzo won’t share his rock with Marlo, which makes Marlo sad. Marlo and Devi decide that Ezzo is being mean and leave.
Ezzo decides that he doesn’t need his best friend to have fun because he can have fun on his own. Trick or treat!

Some time passes, Ezzo smells something very yummy and hard-to-resist coming from Earth. What is that?
Oh look! The humans are eating together in a big group with very yummy-looking meals on their table. Awww, they look so happy!

Now, Ezzo wants to eat those yummy-looking foods just like the humans so he can be happy too!
Ezzo eats all the yummy foods just like the humans. But Ezzo doesn’t enjoy it at all! It feels like something is still missing. He wonders what it is.
Not so long after, Ezzo hears a weird sound coming from Earth. Oh, look! The little humans are opening colorful boxes under a big fluffy stick full of pretty lights and decorations! Wow, they look so happy!
Ezzo wants to open colorful boxes under a big fluffy stick too! But all he has are rocks! What should he do?

HaHaHa Marry Kristmas? Ezzo tries to copy everything that the humans do. He even makes a big fluffy stick out of rocks. But no matter what he does, it just isn't the same. Ezzo misses his friends and wishes they would come back.
Oh look! Ezzo’s wish came true! But he still feels bad for not sharing and being mean to his best friend. Ezzo says, “Marlo, I’m sorry.”

Marlo forgives Ezzo and gives him a box just like the humans do. Marry Kristmas! But wait, where is Devi?
Hello! It’s Devi! This is the best day ever!

Ezzo is so happy they’re all back together again. He finally understands that holidays are only fun when he spends it together with his loved ones, and that togetherness is what makes it special! HaHaHa Marry Kristmas everybody!
Meanwhile, Veno and Bolva who live on Jupiter are looking at Ezzo and Marlo and wondering what they're doing. It looks like so much fun!
They're laughing around tall rocks with empty boxes lying around. Let's do that too!

HaHaHa HeHeHe HuHuHu Murry Krispy Everyone!